Coinsto is a Cryptocurrency project helping people to learn by others experience.
Coinsto is focus on giving value to the people by the people, the platform will only
act as a slate to helping individuals and organizations learn from anyone whom
volunteers to share his or her experience in any field they operate in.

Problem Statement
Coming into Crypto has never been easy especially with the high volatility nature
of Cryptocurrency market. On research to find out why people are scared of
Cryptocurrency industry, the responses are not far-fetched from lac k of quality
education/information about the industry. Ponzi scheme has giving bad name to
every online businesses so a lot of people still have the belief that Crypto project
are Ponzi scheme there exist today and disappear the next.
It's sad people still thinks of Crypto project this way, statistics shows that a lot of
people have cryptocurrency phobia due to it volatility nature and their heart are
harden it will take quality education to change the way they think about
Cryptocurrency and begin to use them.

Coinsto advantages
We have seen all the disadvantages of lack of quality education in the industry.
Coinsto platform is created to enable decentralized learning, to let people teach
people from their own experiences. We believe there are Crypto enthusiasts all
over the world who understand the Crypto industry and are willing to share their
Crypto success stories, the does and the don't in Crypto that helps them
understand how the new economy works.

Coinsto will only act as a slate to these people to share their experiences to shape
the world.

Coinsto utility token
Coinsto utility token will be used as a reward point for the volunteers who will
share their experience to help others. Experience can be shared in two formats:
I) Video content: video talk about your experience you want to share on Coinsto
platform upload into a Google drive, copy the link and fill a form that will be
provided on the website with few information about the user and payment wallet
to receive $CSO.
II) Text Content: Volunteers can share their experience in details in text format,
making sure it's well explanatory for newbies and those who intend to use crypto
but are locked out because of fear. Send it as a word document to coinsto official
email with the user’s details and wallet to receive $CSO.

Coinsto Programs
Below are programs that will help the platform achieve its goal of quality
information and crypto education.
i)

ii)

Meet ups: Meet ups will be held in different locations to drive crypto
adoption by helping people to understand the industry and become
crypto users right after each meet ups. At each meet up coinsto will
airdrop it utility token CSO to all the participants after helping them to
create and own a cryptocurrency wallet.
Ambassadorial program: Ambassadors are the official envoy who will
represent coinsto platform in different part of the world. They will be
empowered to help people understand the cryptocurrency industry and
how to use it. The program is for everyone who is capable and
interested to mentor people within their localities and across the globe.

iii)

Form will be made available for interested individuals who want to be
part of the program on coinsto official website.
Bounty Program: Bounties will be conducted from time to time to
engage the community and encourage them to share coinsto content to
reach far and wide to touch many lives.

Features
Pay to Teach (PTT): Coinsto utility token CSO is created to pay those who
have the desire to share their ideas, experience, to shape the world. Simply
record a short video clip(good quality) or put it in writing, send it to Coinsto
admins for review, if your content meets the platform standards it will be
uploaded to Coinsto official website and the sender gets one million(1.000.000)
CSO credited to his or her account instant.

Store of value: CSO is a good store of value. Holders of Coinsto platform
utility token CSO are in title to a percentage of their total holdings in their ERC20
wallets.

Tipping of content creators: Coinsto utility token CSO can be used to
reward content creators and social media users. Social media users can now
monetize their content using CSO with cctipbot on telegram, reddit and twitter.

Social media marketing: Coinsto utility token CSO is a good marketing tool
to sale any idea on the internet. Coinsto partnered with cctip.io a tipping bot to
make social media marketing easier. Content creators can monetize their content
on twitter, telegram etc. Using CSO to reach quality investors/audience all over
the world.

Funding dreams: Coinsto will be funding dreams, anyone who has a great idea
is qualified to approach Coinsto platform to present their ideas after proper
review by the team if the idea is qualified it will be funded by Coinsto project.

TOKEN DETAILS
Name: Coinsto
Ticker: CSO
Decimal: 8
Type: ERC20
Total supply: 888.888.888.888
Contract Address: 0x2a469A22101f1F672B745D729D13Ab8DBd203C9B

Token Distribution

Conclusion
Coinsto project is a simple idea but very power and it will be effective to human
lives. Blockchain technology is here to stay; our goal is to prepare both adult and
young people giving them the right information and quality education through
our programs to better their lives and the society at large.

